
















FIRST NURSING THEORY CONFERENCE 

would consider it most presumptuous to talk to you about the natt 
nursing theory. Rather, I should like to present you with an an 
of the status of nursing in our society, and conclude with some obs 
tions regarding the effect theory development may have upon nu 
as we find it today. 

The analysis of nursing will consider two perspectives: nursiI 
an academic discipline, and nursing as a field of professional pra 

Because nursing arrived at the university in the form of a profess 
endeavor, its discipline must be viewed as that which justified 
presence of a professional school in the academic setting. I ho! 
brief for the measure of professionalism which nursing currently r 
sents, but it is necessary to view its place among the academi 
established professions in order to understand its position in the ur 
sity. Measured by currently accepted standards of professionaliz, 
nursing meets certain criteria rather well, some moderately so, and , 
not at all. There are three criteria which to me symbolize nursing's 
arrival on the scene: 1. adoption of a code of ethics ( 1950), 2. 
development of academically situated schools, and 3. only recenl 
ginnings of the development of a body of knowledge that is nurs 
own. 

The implication of the first criterion, the late adoption of a coi 
ethics are many. Some of these will be discussed in relation to nUJ 
practice. The second, the slow development of academically situ 
schools still leaves us a house divided; in October 1967, 59.5% o 
nursing students were still enrolled in diploma schools, 2 and while t 
data compare favorably with those of the preceding years, it can re, 
be seen that it will be a while yet before nursing education re, 
totally in the university. 

Upon arrival on campus, what does nursing as an academic disciJ 
offer? Does it provide its students a socialization process different J 
that found in non-academic settings? Does it offer the requisites esse: 
for the attainment of standards of higher education which musl 
inherent in sound professional education? 

Can we speak of the availability of faculty who can present mu 
as a discipline rather than as a vocation? Faculty who are capable 
willing to pursue the kind of inquiry which will render an academi< 
respectful course of study for nursing students? Will they recognize 
need for involvement in nursing practice so that nursing as a discif 
may be developed and the practice of nursing be enhanced. In 
February 1969 editorial of "Memo to Members of Council of Ba 
laureate and Higher Degree Programs" Dr. Mary K. Mullane sta 
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FIRST NURSING THEORY CONFERENCE 

This reintroduction to General Systems Theory and Abbey's conceptual
ization of it said, "nursing."• I became aware that the problems I saw 
with my model were related to the probability that it was a part of a 
larger whole-of a more comprehensive system within which it could 
find a place as a contributing system. 

I had also been having some difficulty finding suitable verbal handles 
with which to talk about the components and interactions of the model. 
In the past I had, to a considerable extent, avoided use of terms from 
the natural/physical sciences. I began to realize after considerable 
dialogue, that many of these terms, if used as analogies and viewed from 
the standpoint of the notions they generated, could provide a meaningful 
language, at least for my purpose at present. This adaptive utilization 
through analogy of terms specifically defined for concepts in a particular 
discipline has been done usefully by J. G. Miller in his work with Gen
eral Systems Theory, although for it he has been criticized by R. G. Buck 
( who is, I believe, a logical positivist). 

Once I have become more familiar with General Systems Theory, I 
hope to take the time-stress-perception model and re-frame it within the 
General Systems Theory in order to give it a broader base and some 
additional and partially substantiated guidelines. The model was orig
inally cast in the schema of the behavioral sciences, but now I am fairly 
well convinced that a sounder approach will be one which harmonizes 
physiological and biophysical behaviors and interactions with those of a 
psycho-socio-cultural nature. However, at the moment I will deal with 
the model pretty much as it is. 

SYNOPSIS OF THE MODEL 

The model is a theoretical time-stress-perception construct intended 
to focus upon the real world of nursing practice rather than upon a 
selective and controlled laboratory representation thereof. The model is 
an ongoing, multivariant and interactive system which will receive and 
respond to both internal and external stimuli. In essence it is an open 
system. 

General Systems Theory as a background for the model. I am going 
to move from the model per se for a minute to present a few statements 
relative to General Systems Theory and some of the characteristics of 
open systems as a background against which to reflect the model milieu, 
its elements and its energy sources. 

"Personal communication, June Abbey, University of California, San Francisco, 
California. Fall 1968. 
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A TIME, STRESS, PERCEPTION MODEL FOR THEORY DEVELOPMENT 

increasingly invading inside time-our personal and private chronom
etry, and "thereby disturbing an infinitely old and fundamental process 
of biological evolution." ( 5, p. 240) If the time-linked aspects of the 
time-stress-perception model can be proved out, inside time will be 
shown to have many more characteristics, and interact much more fully 
than just in terms of biological evolution. 

Contiuuing his comment relative to the study of time, Gooddy states: 

It should appear increasingly obvious to anyone connected by his work 
with modern science, technology, and especially with medical practice 
that one of our most pressing needs is to bring our various forms of time 
perception from deeply unconscious, innate, automatic obscurity into a 
sensible study linking many apparently diverse orders of mental and 
physical activities. We need to study the mechanisms by which, nor
mally, the sense of time and times is provided; second, the defects in 
the perceptions of times, which arise from disorders of the innumerable 
mechanisms from which any time sense is achieved; and third, perhaps 
most important of all, the stresses arising from incompatibilities between 
various time systems which use quite separate methods of computation 
for their creation. ( 5, p. 240) 

Concern with the nature and function of time is increasing. Time, 
certain kinds of time, has always been important in nursing. We are 
clock bound, schedule and routine bound, system bound, and generally 
value bound to these chronometric machinations. Those nurses who 
disengage themselves from this kind of time-work-flow synergism are 
often tagged "poor nurses"-they don't get their work done. Little note 
is made of any patient betterment which may result from the changes 
in timing. 

There are a number of potential directions for the study of time and 
timing. The model approaches time in nursing practice from two points 
of view: physical time as characterized by the spatializing of time into 
minutes, hours, days, weeks, schedules, time-linked activity sequences 
and so on, and, psychological or experiential time which involves the 
perception of time, its rates of flow, seeming durations, rhythm, attached 
meaning, distortion, directionality in terms of reaching both past and 
future, and the relationship of time to the perspectives of time of others. 

The nature of time and of time perspectives is complex. It is con
tributed to by events and circumstances of the experiential past; it has 
its focus in the perceptions of the present, and it is affected by feedback 
from its projection into the future. Because it is so much a part of the 
life of the individual and the environment which surrounds him, it 
affects and is affected by the other elements which make up the percep-
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A TIME, STRESS, PERCEPTION MODEL FOR THEORY DEVELOPMENT 

cess of projection and reflection. The present is influenced by the antici
pation of the future and the prediction of what will happen in it. This 
process can be demonstrated, grossly, by observation of patient behavior 
when he fears, for example, a forthcoming medical diagnostic procedure. 

The concept of the present, into which the actual action of the model 
is set, is receiving a portion of its input channelized from the past and a 
portion from the anticipation of the future. The greatest source of input, 
however, comes from the impinging stresses. Stress is a large contributor 
of input because of its double origin-in the individual and his internal 
frame of reference, and i� the environment with its vast and diverse 
stress potential. The environmental stress sources are extremely numer
ous, running the whole gamut of things, people, activities and processes. 

Because the model is one of ongoingness, there will be continual 
additional input, from the introduction of new factors and from the inter
action between the new and the existing factors. The inherent mobility 
within the milieu plus the entrance of additional constituents, gives rise 
to deflection potentials. With the arrival of new energy units into the 
milieq the former equilibrium is disturbed and a new one must be 
sought. This will be true of the system milieu or the milieu of the 
individual unit. The new energy will be largely in the nature of stress, 
since stress has been broadly conceived as any impinging force, positive 
or negative. Stress may enter from the environment, or from within the 
individual as part of the operation of his perceptive mechanism, and as 
the result of triggering constituents from the past or predictions of the 
future. As the new energy unit contacts the existing unit in the milieu 
it may serve to change the positioning of that unit, bringing some per
ceptions closer, separating others; moving individuals nearer or farther 
apart; shortening or lengthening the time perspective; increasing or 
decreasing the predictive capacity. Perception distortions may be created 
or removed; a concept structure may be altered or reinforced. 

The input and deflection potentials of the model are not solely car
riers of energy but may themselves generate energy. Incompatible stress 
factors, such as time perspectives, or colliding deflections of the elements, 
may create a new stress, through contact, which was not inherent in the 
individual contacting units. 

This whole matter of milieu energy input and its effect upon the 
system and its components is something of an underdeveloped area in 
the model. There are many paths still to be contemplated and explored. 
Many questions arise, for example: 

What kind of energy matrixes and loops could arise within the 
milieu? 
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THEORY: THE PROFESSIONAL DIMENSION 

7. Davi s, Fred. Book Review of The Double Helix by James Watson, N.Y.,
Atheneum, 1968, pp. 226, in Transactian, Vol. 6, No. 5, March 1969, pp. 53-56. 

8. Peplau, Hildegard E. "Loneliness," AJN, Vol. 55, No. 12, Dec., 1955, and in
Mereness, op. cit., Vol. 2, pp, 66-76. 

9. Gregg, Dorothy. "The Psychiatric Nurse's Role," AJN, Vol. 54, No. 7, July,
1954 and in Mereness, op. cit., p. 178-185, Vol .1. 

10. See for example Rouslin, Sheila. "Chronic Helpfulness: Maintenance and
Intervention," Perspectives of Psychiatric Care, Vol. 1, No. 1, 1963, f p. 25-28. 

11. Burd, Shirley F. and Margaret A. Marshall. Some Clinica Approaches to
Psychiatric Nursing, N.Y., The Macmillan Co., 1963, pp. 379. 

I: Format for definition and application of theoretical concepts in nursing 
practice. 

Serial order of emer
gence of observable be
haviors associated with 
the concept. 

A. Concept of Frustration
1. A Goal is set.

2. There is movement to
ward the Goal. 

3. An Obstacle prevents
goal achievement. 

4. Aggression is felt and
expressed. 
-Directly toward the

obstacle. 
-Indirectly away from

the obstacle. 

B. Anxiety

1. An expectation ( wish
desire, goal, etc.) be
comes operative. 

2. The expectation is not
met. 

3. Extreme discomfort and
internal tension is ex
perienced. 

Structure fo r obtaining 
more information about a 
spec ific problematic situa
tion by further observation 
or interviewing, inherent 
in concept definition. 

What Goal? Is it attain
able? When set? Was it 
clearly formulated? Ex
pressed to others? 
What strategies? Were 
these reasonable? v\'ere 
these clearly related to 
Goal? 
What obstacle? External 
or internal? Can it be 
removed or by-passed? 
Was the relation of Ag
gression to Goal, move
ment, and/ or obstacle rec
ognized? 

What expectations? ls it 
attainable? Was it com
municate to the other( s) 
in the situation? 

Structure of resolution op
tions inherent in concept 
definition for choice of 
theory-based nurse actions 
based upon professional 
judgment of which option 
to use first. 

Identify the goal. Give ul.the Goal. Revise the Goa . 
Discuss Goal with others. 

Change strategies. 
-Acquire new ones if

needed. 

Remove or by-pass the ob
stacle. 

Formulate the relation. 

Connect the anxiety and 
expectations 
-Give up the expectation.
-Revise the expectation

in relation to what is 
possible. 

Communicate the expecta
tion. 

Discomfort 
where-what 
body? 

experienced Name the experience as 
part of the "anxiety." 
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FIRST NURSING THEORY CONFERENCE 

JUVENILE: The period of living which begins with the need for association 
with compeers and ends with the capacity to love, i.e., "When the satisfaction or 
the security of another person becomes as significant to one as is one's own satisfac
tion and security, then the state of love exists." ( 6-9 years) 

TOOLS 

I. Competition is a tool of the juvenile
era used in contesting for affection
and/or status with others. It is com
prised of all activities that are in
volved in getting to a desired goal
first.

2. Compromise is a tool of the juvenile
era which enables the child to give
and take in a reciprocal relationship
in order to maintain his own position.

3. Cooperation is to tool of the juvenile
era which the child uses in maintain
ing his own position by adjusting and
adapting to the wishes of others.

4. Experimentation, exploration, and
manipulation. In the juvenile era
there is further refinement of these
too1s. The juvenile is experiencing
learning as fun through cooperative
play, recreation and sexual curiosity.
These are his ways of becoming more
aware of himself and the world about
him,

TASKS 

l. Learning to form satisfying relation
ships with compeers.

a. Loving from family to compeers
for gratification.

b. Testing sharing activities, attitudes,
values, and beliefs of the peer
group.

c. Distinguishing his dilferent roles
in the various social and authorita
tive situations.

d. Acting out selected roles in his
different situations.

PRE-ADOLESCENCE: The period of living which begios with the capacity to 
love and ends with the first evidence of puberty, i.e., characteristic sexual changes. 
( 9-12 years) 

TOOLS 

I. The capacity to love is a tool in the
pre-adolescent era which enables the
individual to express himself freely
and naturally because he thinks as 
much of someone else as he thinks of 
himself. Tolerance, sympathy, gen
erosity, and optimism flow out of this.
(This capacity has its beginning in
infancy with the satisfaction response).

2. Consensual validation is a tool in the
pre-adolescent era which consists of
talking things over, comparing notes
with others and coming to a way of
action. In this way, the pre-adolescent
gets clear about himself and the world
and is relieved of guilt feelings and
anxiety.

3. Collaboration is a tool in the pre
adolescent era which is a step forward
from cooperation. Achievement is no
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TASKS 

1. Leaming to relate to a chum of the
same sex.

a. Identifying himself with peers of
the same sex to the exclusion of
peers of opposite sex,

b. Being more loyal to chum than to
family members.

c. Becoming creative through expres
sion of self.
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FIRST NURSING THEORY CONFERENCE 

LATE ADOLESCENCE: The period of living which begins with the completion 
of the physiological changes and ends with the establishment of durable situations 
of intimacy, i.e., choice of love objects of opposite sex. ( 14-21 years) 

TOOLS 

1. The genital organs are tools of the
late adolescent era that are used for
release of emotional tension through
coitus in order that sexual satisfaction
and procreation may take place.

2. Experimentation, exploration, and
manipulation. In the late adolescent
era there is a special use of these
tools in the sexual-social sihlation,
i.e .• in dating, dancing, sex play, so
cialized speech ( repartee, "lines,"
jokes, etc). Through these the late
adolescent learns to pattern genital
and social behavior.
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TASKS 

1. Learning to become interdependent.

a. Tolerate anxiety and using it con
structively.

b. Establishing reciprocal relation
ships with his parents.

c. Assuming responsibility for others.
d. Maldng decisions and choices of

far reaching importance for his
future. 

e. Becoming economically, intellectu
ally and emotionally self-sufficient.

2. Learning to form a durable sexual re
relationship with a selected member
of the opposite sex.

a. Learning to verbalize consciously
and to act out sexual interest.

b. Patterning of genital behavior.
c. Wooing and winning a mate with

whom one develops
( 1) Willingness to share a mutual

interest
(2) Mutuality of orgasm
( 3) Willingness to share procrea

tion
( 4) Willingness to regulate cycles

of work and recreation.
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FIRST NURSING THEORY CONFERENCE 

levels are presumed to be constant by use of a long lasting anestheti, 
and frequent checking of pupil diameter. 

8. Delineate the target population. In the natural sciences, the targe
population is most frequently inanimate or sub-human animals. Th, 
results of these studies are later validated with other species, includiui 
man. Abdellah and Levine' state that animal studies are "too artificial h 
have any practical meaning." I disagree heartily with this statement 
There are many researchable topics that are best worked out usini 
animals with later validation of the results in man. For example, th, 
theory of stress was proposed by Selye after studies using rats, 6 th, 
isolation of insulin io the pancreas and its relation to diabetes mellitu 
was determined by Bantiog and Best2 with the use of dogs and hear 
transplants were not first tried on humans without prior experimentatim 
utiliziog dogs. Preliminary studies of maternal deprivation were don, 
with sub-human primates as the experimental population. Ahnost all w, 
know today about physiology is due to experimentation with anima 
subjects. I strongly feel that many nursing studies could quite appro 
priately be done with animals as the target population, and with late 
validation on human subjects. There are very definite problems wit] 
human subjects io basic physiological research; it is ahnost impossible t, 
get volunteers for some experiments and with good reason. For example 
few people will sit still while lesions are made io their central nervou 
system, or their hearts are experimentally transplanted. Legal implica 
tions of human experimentation are often so grave as to preclude mucl 
experimentation with a human target population. Other less dangerou 
experiments can be done with human subjects but the element of pe1 
sonal privacy must be maiotaioed. The population I am usiog in m: 
research is cat. Sioce most neurophysiology utilizes cats, I have som 
other studies upon which to base my research and with which to corn 
pare my results. With mioor variations, results from cat neurophysiolog 
have been validated with other species, includiog humans. 

9. Select and develop methods for collecting data. Methods for col
lecting data in the natural sciences are primarily by iostrumentati01 
Instruments are available for readiog almost any data that one wouL 
wish to record. Voltmeters, ammeters, thermistors, tension transducer, 
flow meters, pH meters, pressure transducers, oscilloscopes, electrc 
phoresis, spectrophotometers, chromatophotography, x-ray and man 
more measuriog devices are available. The recordiog of the data is als 
instrumented most frequently. Recordiog of data is usually not truste, 
to human eyebali but recorded by pen and moving paper, by film, b 
recordiog on magnetic or computer tape, by direct, on-line, comput, 
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FIBST NURSING THEORY CONFERENCE 

one goal that might be appropriately accomplished by the nursing mi 
in Nurse Scientist Programs. 

Natural science research poses some additional problems when d 
in a nursing setting. Economics can easily be foreseen as a great c, 
plication. The cost of natural science research is many times gre, 
than social or behavioral science research of comparable magnitude. 
obtain any really meaningful data requires, most generally, extrerr 
sophisticated equipment which is also very expensive, equipment wl 
may be specific to that variable being measured and not adaptable 
general use in other types of measurements. Some equipment can 
considered general-purpose, but specialized instruments are requi 
and vary with the specific research being done. Arrangements for j, 
use of equipment with other departments or other facilities may be 
most practical from an economical point of view. 

Quality nursing research utilizing the natural science approach · 
continue to be sparse until a much greater number of nurse researcl 
are prepared in these fields. The nature of natural science resea 
requires one to specialize within a discipline. For example, the tE 
uiques used do not permit one person to be simultaneously experl 
neurophysiology, cardiovascular physiology and renal physiology. 1 
implies that a large group of natural science nurse researchers prepa 
in diverse specialties is required; such a group does not yet exist. 
spite of the need that exists, we see only a minority of nurses attempl 
advanced preparation in natural science fields. A part of the reason 
this appears to be the lack of undergraduate background preparal 
needed to pursue this path of study. Most nurses need a year to a ) 
and a half of concentrated study in chemistry, physics, mathematics : 
biology before any graduate program can be attempted. This exte 
the doctoral program to at least six years. For the few nurses I 
attempt this, it is a most traumatic time, during which many drop , 
I have spoken with many nurses who have been interested in the £ 
of physiology but can't face the difficult period of malting up deficienc 
Perhaps some way can be found to remedy this situation on the unc 
graduate level. Is it possible to identify at an early stage those stud, 
whose talent appear to be strongest in natural science fields and encc 
age them to take the necessary prerequisite courses? I realize 
difficulty of trying to get everything one would like into a four y 
baccalaureate period and the relative lack of time to take electives, 
I wonder if some students could not be permitted to choose natl 
science prerequisites in place of some other portions of the curricul1 

In summary, the natural sciences in general, and physiology 
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